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Challenging the Centre: Asylum Seekers Encounter Native Citizens

In Paper Anchor (Paperiankkuri) at the Small Stage of the Finnish National Theatre in 2011 a group of actors, dancers, asylum seekers and eventually also stage technicians (re-)enacted the asylum seekers’ stories: how they had fled their home countries, feared for their lives and faced problems in their country of destination, Finland. It brought the spotlight on asylum seekers, who occupy a marginal position in society and made them visible on many levels: they were present in the stories that were told on stage, in the encounter between performers and spectators and in an art institution that has great national significance.

The periphery and the centre, in this case the asylum seekers and the native Finns, met in shifting circumstances and also in a way that is characteristic of the theatre: the performers and spectators were simultaneously physically present, whereas the public debate on refugee issues usually takes place in written texts. In Paper Anchor, the asylum seekers also assumed the role of a witness, whereas in official processes they are obligated to defend themselves and search for evidence. The impact of Paper Anchor was largely based on the aesthetic form of the performance. Although the dominant power structures between the centre and the periphery remained untouched, theatre testified to its ability to affect the spectator through the presence of individual subjects and consequently their subject positions. The debate was shifted to differences within a culture instead of between cultures, as Rosi Braidotti writes: “It is the syntax of social relations, as well as their symbolic representation, that is in upheaval.”
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*Paper Anchor (Paperiankkuri)* was performed at the Small Stage of the Finnish National Theatre in October 2011. In the production, a group of actors, dancers, asylum seekers and eventually also stage technicians re-enacted the stories of asylum seekers: how they had fled their home countries, feared for their lives and faced problems in their country of destination, Finland. *Paper Anchor* shone the spotlight on asylum seekers, who occupy a marginal position in society, and made them visible on many levels: they were present in the stories that were told on stage, in the encounter between performers and spectators and in an art institution that has great national significance. The reviews and newspaper articles also participated in the media debate on asylum.

In her book, *Nomadic Subjects* (2011), Rosi Braidotti discusses the crumbling of cultural homogeneity. This transformation has been evident in the political debates in Finland where the emphasis has shifted from the difference between cultures to the differences within each culture. Thus, in this case, the periphery confronts the centre, that is to say the asylum seekers meet the native Finns in shifting circumstances and on a level that is more complex than earlier, dualistic or polarized thinking. As Rosi Braidotti suggests, “[i]t is the syntax of social relations, as well as their symbolic representation, that is in upheaval”. Related to art research, Agnes Woolley in her *Contemporary Asylum Narratives* (2014) writes about the communicability of the asylum experience and how the self-reflecting narrative fiction can shape an alternative “space of permanence that is hospitable to the heterogeneous experiences that constitute forced migration”. She discusses “an ambivalent relationship to the aesthetic forms that seek to represent them, one which touches on questions of communicability, visibility and ethics”. This leads us to look at *Paper Anchor* from another perspective.

The complexity was a central element in *Paper Anchor*, where the relationship between the centre and the periphery was unique in a way that is characteristic of the theatre by confronting the physical actuality of the asylum seekers: thus, whereas the public debate on refugee issues (in Finland) usually takes place in written texts, in this production the performers and spectators were simultaneously physically present. Moreover, whereas in official processes, asylum seekers are obligated to defend themselves and search for evidence, in *Paper Anchor* the asylum seekers also assumed the role of a witness. The power of theatre and performance was inherent in this dynamic. The thorough style of theatrical storytelling of *Paper Anchor* was therefore deeply affective.

In this paper, I aim to show how this special style of theatrical storytelling was created and how it undermined the normative ideological position of the centre and promoted understanding. I will also discuss the significance of this production in a wider social context. First, I will describe the status and creation of the *Paper Anchor* performance as part of the Finnish National Theatre’s *Reception project*. Then, I will discuss the performance itself and pay particular attention to the ways of “doing it
differently”, i.e. the means by which the theatre production challenged attitudes towards asylum seekers and broke through the safety net of the spectators’ attitudes to affect them. Finally, I will reflect on the position of the production in the debate on asylum issues and refugees and place the discussion in the wider context of theatre and theatre research.

THE NATIONAL THEATRE ADOPTS THE ASYLUM ISSUE

*Paper Anchor* was one of the initial so-called Fourth Venue projects that created touring productions within communities that are usually excluded from theatre venues. It was the first phase of a *Reception Project* at the Finnish National Theatre that was launched to facilitate the encounter between asylum seeking refugees and the majority population. The three-phased project began in spring 2011 and it continued for more than a year. Before the actual launch, the National Theatre carried out a community project, during which the project team familiarized themselves with the operations of a Helsinki-based reception centre for asylum seekers and ran drama workshops with the residents. Experiences from the workshops formed the basis of the *Paper Anchor* performance that I am investigating. The second phase, *Paper Bridge* (*Paperisiilta*) was produced for a nationwide tour of more than 30 reception centres that accommodate asylum seekers. The cast of *Paper Bridge* included three professional artists – an actor, a dancer and a musician⁶ – and the production placed a lot of emphasis on music and dance-like movement. Each performance was followed by an informal discussion on the feelings and ideas evoked by the production. The third phase of the project, *Paper Mouse* (*Paperihirri*) was a workshop-type performance for reception centre residents under ten years of age. It was based on a Native American tale about courage and stories told by child asylum seekers. *Paper Mouse* was created by three drama instructors.⁷ The intimacy of the performances of *Paper Bridge* and *Paper Mouse* and the post-show discussions strengthened the interactive nature of these particular events and the meaning of their activities can best be found on the micro level of personal encounters. By contrast, *Paper Anchor*, the target of my analysis, strove to realize the idea of an encounter with a wider group of people, i.e. theatre goers. *Paper Anchor* involved developing the stories that were created in the workshops and relying on the collaboration between artists and asylum seekers. The premiere was broadcast online by a national TV channel.

*Paper Anchor* was devised by Hanna Brotherus and Jussi Lehtonen, and directed and choreographed by Hanna Brotherus. The music and sound design, which was created by Sanna Salmenkallio and Mikko Perkoila, played an important part in the production; Perkoila also performed in the piece. The cast of performers included four former asylum seekers (Edina Bilajac, Naimo Mahamud, Tabanrouz Modaber and Matthew Rahmani),⁸ the actor Jussi Lehtonen, three dancers (Nina Hyväriinen, Alexandros Kotsopoulos and Liisa Pietikäinen) and two young boys (Jali Järvinen and Ruben Rissanen).⁹ Including the stage technicians, who joined some scenes in order to make them look like a larger crowd, there were a total of 16 performers on stage. The group of asylum seekers included men and women, who were rather young. They did not visibly represent the typical image of refugees in the Finnish debate on asylum seekers. Instead (and possibly partly because of that), they challenged that image and questioned the boundaries of exclusion and inclusion by appearing more ‘ordinary’ and ‘familiar’; they looked more Finnish than was expected.¹⁰ The importance to the asylum seeker performers of having one’s voice heard was confirmed by the discussions among the *Paper Anchor* performers, published by the National Theatre in *Vastaanotto* (*Reception*, 2012) and edited by Taija Helminen and Jussi Lehtonen. The asylum seekers talked there about what it had meant to them to perform in front of the National Theatre audience.

With regard to the style of the production, Jussi Lehtonen mentions that he was inspired by Augusto Boal’s concept of “spect-actor”, which suggests a subject that is a performer/actor and spectator at the same time. In *Paper Anchor*, the “spect-actors” contributed their proposals for elements of the performance in two phases: when they started the process in the reception centre and during the rehearsals. Material was selected from the workshops
and interviews with the asylum seekers in the reception centre and complemented the experiences of the performers taking part in the Paper Anchor production. During the first rehearsal of Paper Anchor, the asylum seekers told their own stories and drew pictures on paper to illustrate their journey to Finland. After that, they enacted their route by walking through the rehearsal space. In this way, their movements grew into one of the fundamental elements of the performance. The production had a professional leader and director who made the artistic decisions and we might argue that the purpose of the working method was to construct a story that would be accepted as credible and that would thoroughly integrate the insights of the performers. The exchange between the different groups of performers became a mechanism for developing a means of communication between the performers and the audience who saw a ready-made performance.

ASYLUM SEEKERS’ STORIES AND TESTIMONIES

ON STAGE

Paper Anchor consisted of ten scenes, which were based on the asylum seekers’ stories. The dramatic storytelling involved strong physical movement, which typically included a series of dance-like and fear-inspiring group scenes with the whole cast. The wide range of bodily expressions could be read physically as well as symbolically and socially. The set design consisted of elements that evoked visual and physical images. Jussi Lehtonen acted as the narrator of the play as well as serving as one of the actors in the group cast. In addition to group scenes with all the performers, the asylum seekers individually recounted stories from their past, in Finnish or in their native language, which were followed by a translation by the narrator.

At the beginning of the performance, the audience faced the metal fire curtain on stage. Lehtonen and the asylum seekers entered through a door in the curtain and Lehtonen proceeded to introduce the others, who repeated as a chorus Lehtonen’s lines in their native language. The lines included instructions that are given to asylum seekers during their first informal session in Finland. This text had a strong subtext of suspicion. The whole scene, in which the asylum seekers stood on the narrow strip between the fire wall and the spectators, demonstrated the otherness of refugees. In an interview, Edina Bilajac, one of the asylum seekers, described the intimidating situation that was re-enacted on stage: people who have gone through extremely difficult experiences suddenly find themselves in confusing circumstances where they need to deal with a wide variety of things ranging from their official rights and duties to their house cleaning shifts. By performing this bureaucratic text, the actors managed to indicate an essential problem of being an asylum seeker: the high wall in front of you, being in full view of a Finnish audience and the lack of a common language and understanding, which focused attention on the dominant role of language.

The first scenes portrayed different phases in the asylum seekers’ journey from their native countries to Finland, including the time they spent in reception centres. As the stage was revealed, a beam of light focused on a small boy, who was carrying a cardboard box, sitting in a small sled that was hard to move. At the same time, the narrator described the children’s position in the asylum seekers’ countries of origin and the increase in abuse as children grow older. Gradually, the beam of light shifted to a blindfolded group of dancers who were doing twitching movements on stage. The dancers took off their tops, which turned into bonds that tied their hands together. The dancers fell on the floor slowly, one by one, as if they were dead. At the end of the scene, the narrator read passages from an asylum seeker’s medical certificate regarding injuries inflicted by torture. Two child actors followed the scene from the side of the stage. The dramaturgical focus was highlighted with expressive viola da gamba music. The performance continued with a description of a violence-filled journey. In stylized choreography, performers threw other performers against the iron wall at the side of the stage, climbed up the back wall, fell down, kicked each other, simulated rape and lay on the floor screaming and lamenting in agony. The sound of a drum was added to the music. The boys walked across the stage and stepped into the shoes that the adults had left behind. The flight of refugees ended with a soothing, humorous scene about the sleeping difficulties in a reception...
centre.

The following scenes were tied together by the use of paper that turned into various forms and acquired various meanings. First, in a scene that many spectators found deeply moving, performers picked up a sheet of paper hovering down from the ceiling – a negative decision on their residence permit application. (Fig. 2) They crumpled the papers, stuffed them into their mouths and shouted out their disappointment to the audience through the paper. At their side, the narrator read the text of the official statement. However, this was a theatricalized scene where the spectators could assume the role of a traditional theatre audience, which involves the suspension of disbelief; the construction of meaning did not require an affective response, unlike in other scenes. The scene acquired more depth and additional meaning in the subsequent interconnected scenes that depicted the horrors of the refugees’ flight in a series of alternating moments of silence and fierce movement. Peaceful scenes where the actors carried each other tenderly, turned into a frantic run that was accompanied with music. The voice of the narrator and the asylum seeker’s own testimony about the horrors of the flight were linked to stage action, where the performers wrapped themselves in paper, squeezed the paper into a pile and stood on it as if they were fleeing across the sea. The scenes ended with a film that had been made with a group of men in the reception centre the previous spring. In the film, the workshop participants drew pictures of a person on paper and continued the story with dance-like movements and gestures. The narrator related that more than half of the performers in the film had already been deported after their residence permit applications had been rejected.

A part of the dramatic structure of the performance was built on presenting the experiences of asylum seekers in their own voice and with their emphasized presence overlapping with group scenes. These sequences alternated the stage action from group scenes to individuals recalling their personal experiences and they worked in the same way as Brecht’s alienation effect. The sequences for-
grounded themes that were important to each of the asylum seekers. These sequences also gave special agency to the performers, whose monologues were essential in creating the documentary credibility of the production. The asylum seekers performed their testimonies straight to the audience.

The image of motherhood and a safe home was evoked and challenged in several sequences. Naimo Mahamud carried a ‘baby’ wrapped in fabric and sang a Somali lullaby: “Your mother is not here, / no one knows if she is in heaven or on the earth. / She has taken her shoes with her. / We do not know if she will ever return.” According to the singer, the song is known by all the people of Somalia. There are many lullabies about war because the war has been a central element in the lives of the Somali people for a long time. The image of motherhood unavoidably placed Naimo Mahamud’s memories into a woman’s position. It exploited the binary thinking of contrasting the safety of home with the frightening state of being “away”\(^\text{14}\), but broke that pattern by the strange combination of the intimacy of the mother and child with the physical violence that was also represented by the singing. For Naimo Mahamud herself, the performance gave a concrete form of life elsewhere, for example, in Somalia or elsewhere in Africa.\(^\text{15}\)

Before the monologue by Bosnian Edina Bilajac, there was a scene that dealt with racism. The performers moved around threateningly, with their feet in buckets, which made their movements rough, and they shouted hate speeches with such lines as “Go home!”. The action shifted from Finland to the refugee’s country of origin and simultaneously the narrator started talking about the burial of corpses, mass graves and the stench of dead bodies. The little boys looked on, as the performers grappled each other and ran against each other in different ways. At the end of the scene, Edina Bilajac walked in front of the audience leaning on another woman and delivered her thoughts on the consequences and fear of racism – that the killing might start again. In a published discussion, she repeated her concern, but she also emphasized how important it was to express that fear. Nevertheless, the on stage story was the tip of the iceberg; people tend to keep their most
difficult and personal moments inside. According to Edina Bilajac, there were also other people with very difficult memories, but “on stage I was alone and I alone represented my own story.” In this way, she personally and strongly distanced herself from the violence, which had been a predominant part of her Balkan community. She recounted that “[i]t is important to me that no one can come afterwards and say to me that I had ever accepted this matter, the state of the world and racism. I am against it.”

The monologues of Iranian Matthew Rahmani had the strongest impact as testimony. He talked in his native language and the narrator translated it, but he also delivered some of his lines in Finnish. His story recounted the violence committed by the authorities in several countries in the course of his journey to Finland, how he had travelled, hiding in the boot of a truck, his wife’s rape and attempted suicide, the initial negative decision on asylum as well as the fear of being deported back to Greece, which had been his country of entry into the European Union. The monologue included a wish for a better future for his children; he wanted to offer his children the opportunity of receiving an education and a good life. He said: “I left my own country, culture and parents and came here.” In a published discussion, he said that sitting alone on stage, speaking straight to the people in the audience and sharing his personal experience with the spectators was a powerful experience for him and gave him a lot of self-confidence.

The final sequence represented the slow transition to a legitimate status in the target country. The image of the little boy’s journey on a sled, seen in the beginning, was repeated in the movement of the whole group. All performers arrived very slowly from the back corner of the stage towards the audience. They were sitting on sleds, using their hands to move forward. (Fig. 3) In the middle of the stage, they changed direction. The movement created a rhythmical sound and was extremely slow.

Hanna Brotherus, the director of the performance, has explained how the movement was invented. The two child performers participated in a long rehearsal, where everybody was showing signs

Fig. 3. Paper Anchor (2011), in the first row, Alexandros Kotsopoulos. Photo: Nico Backström.
of exhaustion. She gave the others a break and remained on stage with the two boys. “I asked Jali to sit on that sled, ‘Let’s try something a bit silly’. I asked him to move with the sled and immediately I got the shivers, a feeling that I saw something truly impressive. I said to Jali, ‘You’re great’, and he looked at me a bit amazed and said, ‘Oh yeah, this sled does not slide at all’.” The performers experienced the sequence as physical exertion. One of them, Mathew Rahmani has said that “[t]he funniest moment was that end sequence with sleds. Laughter was sometimes close when adults tugged their sleds across the stage. And it was also difficult.” The spectators did not laugh. To me this was one of the most touching images of the piece and bound the messages of the performance together. The slow integration and fear of being sent back became visible and concrete. The sequence was powerful because this time the spectators were expected to construct the meaning, not the performers. This strong scenic image with no dialogue could not be interpreted without emotional imagination. It captured the theatrical power of visual and physical expression, affecting the spectator profoundly, surpassing language-based communication.

THE MEANS TO AWAKEN UNDERSTANDING

In her book Refugees, Theatre and Crisis (2012), Alison Jeffers examines refugees’ stories and discusses theatre productions made by and about refugees. Jeffers justifies the role of refugee theatre in that it “allows us to address specifics where diaspora space is small enough to examine moments of encounter; the space between two individuals on a stage, for example, or the space in which an audience and performers meet”. Paper Anchor is a good example of this.

The goal of Paper Anchor was to establish a new kind of connection between the performance and the audience and to increase understanding between asylum seekers and native Finns. The key element was to face people, issues and otherness. The selected means included physical and visual expression and music instead of delivering dialogue from behind the ‘fourth wall’. The speech was directed at the audience, which recalls the use by Brecht of textual placards, and it forced the spectator to consider the message transmitted by the visual images and movement. The power relations related to language, which are so important in real life, were neutralized. Moreover, the artists were conscious that Paper Anchor was an artistic, not a social project.

In Paper Anchor, Finnish theatre professionals were on stage with former asylum seekers, who were amateur actors but had an insight into the theme at hand. The Finnish performers joined in the storytelling by using their professional empathetic understanding, but they also had an acute awareness of the documentary dimension of the piece. The members of these two groups shared the same experiential space, but approached it from distinctly different perspectives and social positions. This had an impact on their position as the object of the spectators’ attention and their subject position on stage. The insights and first-hand experience of the asylum seekers increased their position of power within the performance and challenged the hegemonic norms of society. They stepped “outside the expectations of silence and invisibility that are so often imposed upon them”. Their visibility and presence were as important as their stories, especially because the production had no need to be evaluated with regard to the documented ‘truth’ that is usually demanded by government officials of asylum seekers. They were present ‘as proof’ in the context of the performance. We can say that the asylum seekers challenged several conventions: the reception frame of the audience, professionalism in the National Theatre and the border between the conventions of fact and fiction.

As some performers enacted their own stories, their double presence added special momentum to the performance. The strong documentary character of the production resembles what Bert O. States has written about the confusion that a real clock creates in a fictitious staging, as it indicates real and not fictitious time. The asylum seekers’ testimonies, which evoked contradictory feelings and strengthened the speakers’ stage presence, contributed to what Joseph Roach, in other types of performances, has referred to as “it”: the “apparently effortless embodiment of contradictory qualities simultaneously”, a combination of “strength and vulnerability,
innocence and experience, and singularity and typicality". Roach has associated this kind of “it” with charisma and the intensity of being present in a performance. The asylum seekers with their physical presence on stage added a new level of reality to the theatrical performance. As Roach argues, “[v]isible or invisible, the wound leaves its emotional trace in every expression, especially the strongest”. The asylum seekers’ insights were undeniable.

Performing was a way of indicating the relationship with the painful past, but also of situating oneself among the performers and possibly the new society. Jane Goodall writes about the “democratization of Presence” and states that “performance provides the ways and means by which a ‘Free-born people’ can be formed”. Matthew Rahmani’s stage presence and his own experiences, which he related in the discussion, are special evidence of the possibility of this effect. Naimo Mahamud said that working in the project helped her to become part of Finnish society: she found out that in Finnish society women could do the same as men did. She understood what equality means, which was a great experience. What she appreciated most about Finland was the respect for other people.

The reviews back up the significance of the affective experience. The emphasis on dance, movement and visual elements and featuring a narrator’s voice and testimonies of people who have experienced the events, rather than on dialogue, had a major impact. Several reviewers pointed out the emotional impact of dance. According to them, it is more difficult to protect yourself from dance than words. The intense presence of the performers “dropped the statistics and surveys to the human level” and “the embodiment of being a refugee through dance and movement” left a lot of room for thinking, which is not the case with xenophobia. The physicality of the performance distanced the communication from logocentricity by shifting the focus to other forms of representation. Furthermore, the only review that claimed that the emotional impact was somewhat limited was the one written about the television broadcast.

Alison Jeffers writes: “Refugees’ stories are troubling, troubled and troublesome. They are troubling because they are hard to hear, especially if the listener enjoys the privileges of the West; they are troubled, because persecution, trauma and suffering are essential elements of these stories, and they are troublesome, because lives depend on their claims for truth.” All the reviews had been glowing, and the reviewers admitted that they were impressed with the performance. However, some spectators, such as the Members of the Finnish Parliament who saw the production, were sorry that the performance was so bleak. Their remarks were indicative of the gulf between the testimony of those who had lived through the stories and some spectators, who may have wanted to see the stories as theatrical narratives only or at least as something which does not concern them personally. However, this could also be seen as a positive reaction: the message had come across.

PERFORMING IN A PUBLIC SPACE AND PLACE

Compared to other Nordic Countries, the number of asylum seekers in Finland at the time was very small: a total of 3088. The largest number of asylum seekers came from (in descending order) Iraq, Somalia, Russia, Afghanistan, Iran, Syria and Nigeria. In 2011, out of the one hundred or so decisions on asylum for Nigerians, less than 20% were positive, whereas more than a third of Russian and almost half of the Afghani asylum seekers received a positive decision. For people from other countries, there were more positive decisions than negative ones, but the percentage was remarkably high only for Syrians. The number of asylum seekers is small because the number of asylum seekers that are not part of the quota programme is relatively low due to the distant geographical location of the country and the lack of significant refugee groups already living in Finland who could facilitate newcomers settling in Finland.

In Finnish society, asylum seekers occupy the most prominent position amongst refugees in newspapers and the media in general, as the topic of asylum is frequently addressed in the news and political debates. The disparity between the low number of asylum seekers and the extensive media publicity indicates that the Finnish public’s image of asylum seekers and refugees in general is based on the im-
ages provided by the media, rather than personal encounters with refugees or asylum seekers.

Another characteristic of the debate is that attention is not focused on the seekers’ former experiences. By contrast, the question of refugees in general has been associated with other countries than Finland. We might even say that the Finnish compassion for refugees has been inversely proportional to the geographical distance from Finland to the country of origin. Paper Anchor introduced a new option in the Finnish media debate by providing testimony of the horrors experienced by individuals instead of by the media. It also participated indirectly in the debate through positive reviews and other newspaper stories. What had been distant and generalized was brought closer in the form of personal experience.

Alison Jeffers has written about the conditions in which refugees search for asylum. According to her, “all these endeavours take place against a background of fear, suspicion and mistrust on all sides.” This mistrust has developed into a crisis “that goes to the very heart of questions about the nation state, identity and belonging.” Elaine Aston has also surveyed British theatre productions about the liminality of the asylum-seeker, who faces the hostility and tightening attitudes. The truth value of the information presented by the refugees becomes important in order for the marginalized to convince those at the centre of society to accept the fact that Paper Anchor was not sold-out. We gave our all to the process, but after the initial excitement and praise it was terribly disappointing that the debate ended abruptly.”

According to Liisa Malkki, a pattern which makes us look through a matrix of separate nations allows the refugee’s own voice to disappear. According to her, the visual representations of refugees was used to show helpless characters. However, in Paper Anchor the asylum seekers performed as individuals with their own authentic voices and presence. But you had to come to the theatre in order to experience the performance and the asylum seekers’ voices. Outside the theatre, the matrix of separate nations may have overshadowed the idea of dynamic and changing cultures and consequently an interest in engaging with asylum seekers and their assumed otherness on stage. This may partly explain why the auditorium was only half full: a thoroughly affective performance does not allow a cold reaction, and the safest way to reject the messages of the performance was to stay away from the theatre within the shelter of normative patterns.

Paper Anchor was hailed as a theatre production,
but the reviews included few intertextual references to other theatre performances and most attention was focused on the treatment of the topic. However, this was not the first time the stories of refugees had been dealt with by means of theatre. *Paper Anchor* was not linked to previous joint productions of professionals and amateurs that dealt with the position of refugees in Finland, e.g. productions that had previously received a lot of public attention and were part of a multicultural project, such as *Kassandra* by Ritva Siikala. Also, there were no references to the contemporary political dramas and performances that deal with the position of socially excluded people. The performance was not connected to the growth of multiculturalism that is taking place in Finnish society, regardless of the low number of immigrants in Finland.

*Paper Anchor* was part of the Finnish National Theatre’s repertoire, but the Theatre’s new ‘touring venue’ and its work with excluded communities was still searching for its place and the link with theatre productions in general was not quite formed. These factors did not reduce the inner impact of the production, but the lack of intercultural links may have been one extra reason as to why the discussion and interest around the production died away quite quickly regardless of its positive reviews.

**CONCLUSIONS**

*Paper Anchor* brought the asylum seekers into the spotlight. In the wider Finnish social context, the discussion on refugee, asylum and immigration has been lively and irritatingly critical, especially compared with the small amount of refugees in the country. *Paper Anchor* gave a special tune to this public debate, albeit momentarily, because of its efficient quality of communication and the testimonial presence of asylum seekers on the national stage. The asylum issue was made corporeal and visible, and the production was also visible on TV, which complicated the general polarized thinking based principally on written texts. The centrality of the asylum seekers’ former experiences outside Finland distanced the performance from local daily politics, but on the other hand, the affective power of these images brought the asylum seekers to the frontline as witnesses, which problematized critical attitudes. The impact may not have been broad, but it was deep and touched both performers and audience, and consequently both the centre and the margins in society. From the perspective of an individual asylum seeker, participating citizen or theatre maker, the experience was not much different from countries and cases where refugee issues have been considerably more common in society and art. All in all, *Paper Anchor* strengthened one’s trust in the belief that theatre can, indeed, matter.

Trans. Sarka Hantula
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